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1. Introduction

Wounds healing by secondary intention involve a multitude of processes hard to imagine, which have to proceed regularly and organised, partially parallel, partially in strict order. Very often, these complex reparative processes are disturbed [1–5].

The theoretically, exemplary and practically well examined basic processes of secondary wound healing take place in a chronic wound in a constant strain situation. The process of exudation, proliferation, organisation and epithelisation is in its entirety disturbed.

The disturbed balance of constructing and disassembling processes seems to be an essential element of the chronification process of a wound. Here, an essential role are playing the local conditions, e.g. plaque or isles of necrosis, marked fibrin coating, dryness of the wound, but also imbalance of spreading and activity of especially proteolytic enzymes.

One of the most important groups of these proteinases, the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), are a family of enzymes which can disassemble parts of connective tissues.

MMPs are important for the normal remodelling (construction and disassembling) of connective tissue:

- MMPs submit the dismantling of damaged tissue (“autolytic debridement”)
- MMPs support the re-epithelisation
- elastases and cathepsin are other proteinases necessary for structural dismantling

Temporary inhibitors of the metalloproteinases (TnMP) are the physiological antagonists of the MMPs.

If their concentration is too low, the disassembling characteristics of the MMPs will predominate. Increased concentration of MMP has a destructive effect on local growth factors!

Chronic wounds typically show the following problems:
- increased concentration of pre-inflammatory cytokines
- pathologically increased concentration of proteinases
- disturbed activity of growth factors
- decreased concentration of TIMP

In chronic wounds contamination with microorganisms and slough contribute significantly as co-factors to underlying systemic diseases and multimorbidity.

Looking at these co-factors, there are on the one hand effects of underlying systemic diseases leading to a wound anyway, as chronic venous stasis, chronic lymphatic stasis and impairment of arterial circulation (micro- and macroangiopathy) as well as their interferences (leading to the overlapping factors) on the other hand.

Secondarily, there are concomitant diseases like diabetes mellitus, immune disorders with impaired cellular defence reaction or restitution and similar diseases which may lead to wound healing problems [2,3,5–7].

Besides these aspects, every wound is influenced by interactions to microbial exposure and thick, packing or dehydrating (e.g. necroses) wound coating.

Looking at chronic, clinically not infected wounds, it is to be expected that they are colonised. This germ colonisation is a complex, but not yet well researched microbiological ecosystem. During the process of chronification, the germ spectrum of wounds of different origins varies, unrelated to the pathophysiological elicitor of the wound condition [8–12]. Rightly, a stronger observation of this complex, synergistic ecosystem is required instead of the isolated view at one special microorganism. The local reduction or eradication of just one isolated species is, according to contemporary researches, a pointless, often counterproductive measure because it does not take in account the microbiological biotope character of a wound [9].

Nevertheless (or even because of that) chronic wounds heal under optimal environmental conditions and treatment of underlying and concomitant diseases. For this, it is a question of the local wound management, how quickly or slowly the process accomplishes.

To speak about important local factors for wound healing, it is obvious that freedom or scarceness of avital plaque or elements, so freedom of detritus, is a fundamental requirement for an optimal local environment to achieve a healing success [3,4,13].

This knowledge is as old as the systematic engagement in wounds and wound healing and has its roots in the wound management of the classical antiquity.

The fundamental findings of Friedrich, father of modern wound management, also formed the term of debridement in wound care. This term is nowadays used in care of both acute and chronic wounds [14].

Debris in a chronic wound shows up as pulp, often formless, which develops by cellular and tissue decay [22]. The type of detritus determines its attachment to the undercoat and thus the possibilities and techniques for its removal [3,5,15].

Undoubtedly, the plaque on a wound is both barrier for regeneration and important risk factor for relevant wound healing problems, especially infection.

Debris represents, with differing risk depending on its quality and quantity, the primary location for reproduction of pathogenic microorganisms in the wound.

As barrier for permeation and medium of retention it impedes access of host’s immune system. Also it, as previously elaborated, inhibits the efficacy of regenerative and wound contracting processes and is a conclusive hindrance for healing.

In addition, toxic and immunologically active products of tissue decay depict relevant systemic risk elements for the wound patient [3,5,6].

The milieu modulating function of the detritus shows up (practically always negatively as demonstrated) in daily praxis of wound care as manifestation of wound infection.

Even with guarantee of proper hygienic wound dressing changes, frequently manifestations of infection occur in chronic wounds. Assuming constancy of the factor “exposition” (local microbiological ecosystem inside the wound), a change in the factor “disposition” must induce the infection. Actually, it is often the “dirty”, coated wound, which is prone to this exacerbation of infection [3,9,16,17]. The typical finding in a chronic wound situation is shown in Fig. 1.

The verbalisation “a clean wound can easily heal secondarily” is a realisation of modern wound management and an explicit principle of surgical wound treatment [3,13,27].

It includes the rule, that wound cleansing shall be performed as quickly, radically and gently as possible.

The old surgical paradigm is valid that, referring to necrosis (and infection), approach has to be radical, referring to granulation tissue gentle.

These facts have found wide entrance in the standard literature of these areas and are issues of further education for different medical qualifications and specialities [3,4,13,15–18].

Fleischmann et al. describe the principles of surgical treatment of wounds of different origin under the key aspects:

- elimination of noxes
- reperfusion of the ischaemic wound
- necrosectomy/debridement
- elimination of the invasive infection
- closure of the wound [3]

2. Principle considerations regarding the concept “wet-to-dry phase”

In recent years a development loomed where continuous, relatively mild, recurrent (if necessary in every dressing change) physical wound cleaning with use of moist substrate (like swab or gauze pad) are favoured. This technique is referred to as “cleaning” and belongs to common wound management knowledge [19–31,38].

This procedure uses the phase of the dressing change actively for the mentioned cleansing activities [7,18].

Fig. 1. Typical situation of a chronic wound (wound bed and peri-wound skin).
Looking at the function of the dressing changes it is definitely necessary to leave the negative view of disturbing the wound quietness.

Undoubtedly, the dressing arrangement with its particular wound environment outlines an absolutely important part of intelligent wound management.

Still, wounds need also cleaning, care for the wound edges and surroundings and of the skin.

The area of the wound edges and surroundings in wound management is often underestimated or less well acknowledged.

Yet, the vitality and stability of the wound surroundings are also significantly responsible for how quickly and uncomplicated a wound will heal and how its condition will present after healing.

With inadequate consideration of the wound surroundings in the concept of treatment, one may encounter increased problems with infections, irritation and other deterioration. These phases often lead to additional problems which will enforce increased treatment efforts and prolonged treatment duration.

If a dressing change is necessary, it definitely pursues further targets:

- wound cleaning with required (mild, moderate or enforced) cleansing or decontamination to reduce devitalized parts, if necessary in combination with germ reducing measures
- purging, regeneration and care of the wound edges and surroundings to minimise the risk of maceration, eczema and other complications
- assessment of wound, wound edges and surrounding skin to evaluate the therapeutic success for eventually necessary modifications of the local management

For years, concepts have been favoured of multi-phase dressing changes with active cleaning (wet) phase and subsequent short period or rest (dry phase) to restitute the integrity of the surrounding skin (first described and instructed by G. Kammerlander and U.W. Schnyder at the dermatologic University hospital of Zurich in 1989).

Within a short cleaning phase (about 15–20 min), warming up of the compress-/cleaning-solution to room temperature would be preferable but not mandatory.

The aim of this measure is not just to keep the physiologically “ideal” milieu factor “temperature” steady (although refrigeration should be avoided) but also the purification, also in terms of a eventually necessary reduction of itching and inflammation. With a stronger concomitant inflammatory reaction the patient would feel such a phase to be very soothing. In these local circumstances, a consciously chosen “cooling phase” can be active part of “gentle” wound management.

Agents for wet packs – for wound and wound surrounding skin – could be:

- Neutral agents (without active substance)
- isotonc saline solution
- Ringer’s solution, Ringer’s lactate

Pharmaceuticals with antiseptic declaration

- PVP-iodine based
- Polihexanide based
- Octenidine dihydrochloride and Phenoxethanol based

Wound rinsing solutions with antimicrobial characteristics

- Singlet oxygen based
- Octenidine dihydrochloride based
- Polihexanide based
- products based on saline diaphragm-electrolysis

3. Wet-to-dry phase and its effects on wound temperature

A research of McGuiness et al. [32] showed that cleaning with saline solution at room temperature did not have an obvious effect on wound temperature (average of 2.7 °C loss of temperature in the wet phase of wound cleansing). Also, the choice of wound dressings did not show an obvious influence. After removal of the dressing, the average temperature at the ground of the wound was 32.6 °C (immediately after dressing removal). The core body temperature seems to be the essential factor for an acceptable wound temperature.

Long lasting rinsing phases (hours to days) as continuous irrigation (lavage) necessarily require warming of the cleaning solution [17,18].

A cleaning solution should of course not be toxic or irritative, allergologically uncritical and have good cleaning qualities. Besides the commonly used isotonic saline or ringer solution, there are also specific cleansing solutions in view which, besides the above mentioned effects, let expect especially good purification results [3,17,18].

If necessary, local antiseptic solutions can be applied if a local infection exists or impedes. Some modern antiseptics, besides safe administration, obtain excellent microbial reduction potency.

Their application is temporally limited, based on indication as well as the substance themselves (except for the agent Polihexanide) [34–36].

4. Procedure of a wet-to-dry phase (following G. Kammerlander)

The main aim of a marked wet-to-dry phase is the elimination of wound healing inhibiting agents of different origin out of the wound or the wound surroundings. Besides different microorganisms remains of skin care and protect products, adhesive agents and rims, residual detritus and skin scales as well as inflammation inducing substances shall be eliminated as thoroughly as possible before applying a new dressing. That needs an adequate application time to achieve the requested intensive effects [33].

In macerated, inflamed or infected wounds or wound surroundings an application time of 15–20 min (wet phase) should be guaranteed to achieve an effective microbial reduction and decrease of inflammation [37]. This applies especially to modern wound rinsing solutions with an antiseptic side effect based on Polihexanide, Octenidine dihydrochloride or active oxygen. In stabilised wound surroundings without signs of irritation or infection during the further procedure, often 5–10 min wet phase would be enough. So the wet phase could be, depending on the current situation, adapted during the course of wound treatment.

With using antiseptic solutions like PVP-iodine or Octenidine dihydrochloride and Phenoxethanol often shorter times (e.g. 5 min) of application time would be sufficient. In chronic wounds, using PVP-iodine packs a dilution down to 1% is possible [34–36].

5. Methods of the wet-to-dry phase

After removal of the dressing a basic cleaning of the wound and after that the wound surrounding skin shall be performed. In extended wounds, for cost concerns, this basic cleaning is recommended to be done with favourable isotonic saline solution. The following wet pack phase should, because of the additional
An antiseptic effect, as a rule be carried out with modern wound rinsing solutions. Packs with isotonic saline solution or Ringer solution do not lead to microbial reduction (shown in current researches with more than 600 bacterial cultures at the WKZ (Wound competence centre) Linz, data on file).

The coarse cleaning of the wound and the wound surroundings is performed separately, self-evidently solely with sterile materials (in the wound area) [33].

The strong wetting of the gauze or the non-woven fabric compress which will be placed circular above the wound and its spacious surroundings and will be fixed for optimal contact to wound surroundings and wound ground is of great importance.

- After the wet pack phase the wound and its surroundings should be purified and rinsed again with the same wound rinsing solution and with sterile gauze pads.
- Thereafter the so-called dry phase follows. Either a sterile gauze pad is placed on the wound for protection for 5–10 min or other additional therapeutic measures are adapted in this meantime.
- Subsequently, under optimal conditions, a new dressing can be applied to a thus prepared wound and wound surroundings [33].

Especially in strongly exuding chronic wounds in the inflammation phase, this practice is of high relevance because their type of exudate, other than in acute wounds, is marked by a high aggressiveness on vital tissue.

This can lead to irritative changes up to direct cell destruction by excessive maceration and/or microbial exposure.
6. Clinical procedure of a wet-to-dry phase

A typical clinical example on a venous leg ulcer is given within Figs. 2–5.

7. Summary

The necessity and reasonableness of cleansing and microbial reduction in soiled acute wounds as well as cleansing and microbial reduction (decontamination) in chronic wounds with the aim of optimal preparation of the wound bed (reduction of infection and germs, minimising of risks) can be referred to as principle in common wound treatment techniques and in modern wound management.

For cleansing and debridement there exist, according to requirements, different approaches. On special focus, there are methods of the so-called “wound cleansing” (as an important part of wound bed preparation) for continuous mild reduction of debribs. Besides physiological solutions (saline solution, Ringer’s solution) also special preparations with antimicrobial characteristics or defined antiseptics can be used for wound purification (and if necessary anti-infectious treatment) up to the standards of treatment indication and wound phase.
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